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**Presidential Thought Leadership**
Through the Sharp Viewpoint Speaker Series, President Ronald A. Crutcher welcomes prominent thought leaders to campus to discuss critical aspects of identity development, including gender, race, faith, and political ideology. Learn more in this media release: Sharp Viewpoint Speakers Series Announced

**Expert Resource: Biologist turning fish into rock stars**
Biology professor Eugene Maurakis is studying nest-building fish in Virginia to raise the public’s awareness about the environment and its biodiversity where they live. He is featured in this month’s issue of The Bay Journal: Virginia researcher wants to turn nest-building fish into rock stars. Contact Sunni Brown to connect with him.

**On Deck:**
UR is welcoming two renowned speakers to campus next week:
- The Richmond School of Law will host James Forman Jr., a Yale Law professor and author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning book Locking Up Our Own: Crime and Punishment in Black America.
- The Robins School of Business will welcome Leigh Sewell, CEO of Bon Secours.

Visit our newsroom at news.richmond.edu for more UR news you can use.
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